
Be James Powell, to Gory and Paul from 1114 8/3/69 

carrion Powell lists whet is probably knewn to both of ppuL INV 1, 1.3.64; INV 5, 

IFIC 3 end CR206 18-20, bracketed in a way to make me think tele is all one. My 
writing is poor, but that is 18, not 19. Also CE054 (SS1009). 

I eueegett there may be significance in tha personal property, apparently, of 
an iadividuel, eoiee through military cheieelet  xxvIzirsxmamw:signifimmtmaz 

eke sounds like a competent Photographer and his negative would take some enlearging. 

The camera in e decent brand. I wonder if that Shows in the lists I cannot take 

time to check in PM If it Joesn't, the FBI's search was even less dilogent, for 

azmA had everything in the file on that. 

This picture can have many importances with which I do not belabor you, assuming 
all will occur to you. It should show the entire building and more at that distance. 
Lack of mention of any special lanes :ekes me believe he had the usual lens. 

To me, CD 329:58 indicates there was something earlier in writing or by phone than 
CD 206:18, which is dated January 2. I eugeest this coele be for purponee of 

covering the withholding of the earlier communie...ation from the Commission. It 

should be certain teat the RBI acted promptly. 

Is N53 in transfer to Arch? I've no time to check. I'll at if it wee, in person. 

It cannot be that the boxes were stacked as other pictures show, from the testimony, 

nor that "Notting else of significance" is recorded. Justeopen windows are signi-

ficant, And, as with eltgens, I sure=st that at the distance, especially if it 
showed the sixth floor when Powell had no reason to focus or it, it may also 

shoe other things then the TSBD. 

Unless there is indiction in the earlier Mee, it is strange there is no 

explanation of the apparent delay in s federal intelligence officer teklne so 
long to come forward. That he took but a single picture also is not normal. That 
kind of film comes in 2- and 36 exposure rolls 

is 


